Move Prep: purging/scanning, reschedule services, business notifications

Procurement: office/workstation design for temp & perm space, moving svcs

Space assignments in TPCS and swing space

Coordination of discovery and deferred maintenance

Design Drawings-Permitting-Construction Documents

Final design approval

Bid-Review-Award Construction

Begin Construction

2017
Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan 2018

Final Funding Approval June 14
Onboard Architect & CMCG
Stakeholder review/approval of design

Select EA/CMGC

Today

Design Drawings-Permitting-Construction Documents

Coordination of discovery and deferred maintenance

Space assignments in TPCS and swing space

Temp space prep

Procurement: office/workstation design for temp & perm space, moving svcs

Move Prep: purging/scanning, reschedule services, business notifications

Relocate Occupants

Estimated Timeline to Construction Start Date